SELLING CAPS INTO THE
CAMOUFLAGE INDUSTRY
A C O M PR E HE N SIV E
W H IT E PA PE R
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T

here are 12.5 million hunters over the age of
sixteen each year who spend around $23 billion
annually on expenses necessary for the sport.

The purpose of this document is to provide you with
extended knowledge of the outdoor sporting industry as it
relates to promotional products, as well as offer tips to help
expand your cap sales into the market.
In this guide, we will look at different types of companies
within the hunting and fishing markets, so that you will have
a better understanding of how to target each.
You will learn how to reach out to common decision
makers in various businesses both small and large. You
will also learn how to optimize sales among differing
promotional product usage behaviors.
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HUNTING LODGES
& HUNT CLUBS

H

unting lodges are a sort of getaway retreat or
vacation spot for outdoor enthusiasts. These are
cabins or other housing units that hunters can
rent all season long.
Camo hats with the lodge’s logo can be given to guests
when they check in as a welcome gift, or when they check
out as a thank you gift. They can also be worn by the lodge
employees—front desk, housekeeping, groundskeepers,
hunting guides, etc. as part of the staff uniform.
Hunt clubs are groups of people who get together to
form a club with the goal of working together to have a
place they can hunt each season. They will pay a club
membership fee to the landowner in order to hunt on his
land.
Reach out to both hunt clubs and landowners in your
territories to see how you can help them gain more
members, or advertise the land they offer.
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MEAT
PROCESSORS

S

ome hunters will clean and butcher their own kill.
However, many will send the meat to a processor
to be butchered and made into specialty meats
like jerky, or summer sausage.
Since this is a very specialized business, it is imperative
that they are well known among the local outdoor sports
community. It is your job to help them understand that in
order to maintain and grow their customer base, they need
to advertise to hunters in a way that will really reach them.
Branded camouflage headwear does this perfectly. It is
a piece they can wear on their next hunt, or at their club’s
next meeting further expanding the brand’s reach.
A good way for meat processors to go about this is by
offering a special throughout hunting season in which they
give away free hats for kills over a certain weight.
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TAXIDERMISTS

I

t is common for hunters to take their kill to a
taxidermist who will mount it into a trophy to be
hung on the wall.

This too is a highly specialized business,
so advertising is of the utmost importance for
taxidermists to grow their business.
Hunters will naturally advertise by word of mouth.
However, if the taxidermist gives his customer a
tangible gift like a cap instead of just a business card,
the likelihood that the hunter will tell his buddies
about it is significantly increased.
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STATE
REGULATORS

E

ach state has hired positions,
committees, or elected officials
designated to protecting nature’s
land, wildlife, natural resources, etc.
Consider reaching out to the Game and
Fish Commission or Parks and Recreation
Committees of the states within your sales
territory. Perhaps a logoed camo cap is the
only thing missing from their staff uniforms.
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HUNTING/FISHING
SUPPLY STORES

H

unting and fishing supply stores are where outdoor
enthusiasts go to purchase guns, bows, ammo,
blinds, fishing poles, tackle, and any other gear they
may need. There are small locally owned stores as well as
large national chains.
Mom and pop supply stores can use camo caps as part of
the employee uniform as well as giveaways in the community
at events to advertise their business. These types of
companies are much easier to get in direct contact with the
decision maker on the first try.
Corporate supply stores will be much more difficult to reach
a buyer, especially if their headquarters are not located in
your territory.
Focus on the Human Resources and Marketing
Departments, as you are more likely to find a decision maker
on one or both of these teams. They can use logoed caps as
gifts to their corporate clients, or for employees, as part of the
new hire onboarding package, for example.
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GUN RANGES

G

un ranges are local businesses where
you can go to practice shooting, sight
in your gun, get advice from experts,
as well as purchase firearms, ammunition,
and other accessories related to the sport of
shooting.
Set up a meeting with the owners of these
small businesses to discuss how camouflage
caps can increase traffic to their gun range. One
way to pitch headwear and close a sale with the
gun range owner is to encourage him to run a
special in which he offers a free cap with every
gun purchase or transaction over a specified
dollar amount.
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CAMPGROUNDS

W

hether they have an RV outfitted with
the latest technology, or just a tent and a
sleeping bag, outdoor enthusiasts will spend
much of their leisure time at campgrounds or parks.
The summer months are spent on the lake with a
fishing pole and the winter months in a tree stand with
a rifle. But they always end up back at camp to rest and
rejuvenate.
Camo caps are a great addition to the camp’s staff
uniform. They can also be given out to valuable customers
as a way to say thank you for coming back each year,
especially those who rent a space all season long.
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BAIT SHOPS

A

lthough camouflage is not necessary
for fishing like it is for hunting, most
fishermen are also hunters and vice
versa. Bait shops are catering to the same
psychographic—outdoor enthusiasts.
Bait shop employees can wear caps branded
with the store’s logo as part of their uniform.
Headwear is one of the most inexpensive
yet effective means of advertising, so if the
owner wanted to pass out hats to every single
customer until maxing out his advertising
budget, it wouldn’t be out of the question. And
the best part is he can rest assured that they
will act as walking billboards for his business.
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A

t Outdoor Cap, we want to help you win the sale.
When you succeed, we succeed. That is why we
are offering these selling kits to you. It is important
to us that your customers realize and take advantage of the
value promotional headwear can bring them.
There are around 185 million hunting trips taken in the
U.S. With so many different types of businesses serving the
outdoor sports sector, it is easy to find new clients.
With our high-quality headwear samples, the tips provided
in this document, and your sales expertise, you should have
no problem securing your piece of the market share.
For more information on increasing promotional hat sales,
visit our blog (blog.outdoorcap.com), and subscribe to our
email updates. We offer selling kits periodically; you will be
the first to know when new kits are made available.

YOU CA N S EE ALL OF OU R RE SOU RCE S
A N D D EVE L OPM E N T KIT S AT
O U T D OO RCAP. C O M/ KI TS
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